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a b s t r a c t
Performance evaluation of transport layer protocols in cognitive radio sensor networks
(CRSNs) is useful to provide quality-of-service for real-time reliable applications. This paper develops an analytical framework to model the steady-state sending rate of collecting
cognitive radio (CR) sensors in rate-based generic additive-increase multiplicative-decrease
(AIMD) and additive-increase additive-decrease (AIAD) congestion control schemes. Evolution process of sending rate is modeled by a discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) in the terms
of queue length. We model the queue length distribution of a CR node by a semi-Markov chain
(SMC) with assuming general probability density functions (PDFs) of input rate and attainable
sending rate of the node. These PDFs are derived based on the parameters of MAC and physical
layers and CRSN conﬁguration. The proposed models are veriﬁed through various simulations.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Cognitive radio technology is highly used as a capable tool
to alleviate the spectrum underutilization problem and provide dynamic spectrum access (DSA) in wireless networks
[1]. In this way, a CR-equipped node uses unlicensed spectrum bands opportunistically based on CR basic operations:
spectrum sensing, decision and handoff [2]. Licensed users
in cognitive radio networks are called primary users (PUs)
which have priority to access the licensed bands [1]. CR users
can use the licensed bands in the absence of PUs. If a primary user is appeared in the licensed band, CR user leaves
the spectrum immediately [1]. Cognitive radio technology
can be used in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to overcome spectrum shortage problem and reserve the limited
∗
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resources of sensors in WSNs [3]. Wireless sensor networks
with CR-equipped sensor nodes are called cognitive radio
sensor networks (CRSNs) [3]. With regard to the application, opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) feature of sensor
nodes in CRSNs can decrease the collision and retransmission
probabilities in the environments with bursty traﬃc which
is common in sensor networks. Moreover, adaptive spectrum access of CR sensors in dynamic wireless channels increases the transmission eﬃciency which leads to less power
consumption [3].
Primary users’ activities and unique features of CRSNs
such as spectrum sensing and spectrum mobility affect the
performance of MAC, routing and transport layer protocols.
Disregarding these effects may lead to the violation of main
objectives of CRSNs. Hence, the performance evaluation of
the protocols of MAC, network and transport layers with regard to CR-related parameters is crucial for CRSNs. In this
paper, we focus on the performance evaluation of transport
layer in CRSNs.
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The performance of transport layer protocols is important in the QoS of various applications in CRSNs. However,
there is a limited amount of work on the performance evaluation of transport layer protocols in CRSNs. Most of previous studies [4–14] concentrated on the simulation-based
performance evaluation of transport layer protocols. However, analytical investigation is required to model the performance of congestion control schemes in CRSNs for the
following motivations: (1) transport-level delay (delay overhead of transport layer protocols) depends on the sending
rate of source nodes in this layer. Sending rate of collecting CR sensors is controlled through the rate-based congestion control schemes by considering the congestion status of
CR nodes in the network. (2) In real-time reliable applications, it is necessary to consider delay and reliability. Modeling the transport layer sending rate and congestion probability in CRSNs helps to investigate analytically real-timeness
and reliability which makes better QoS provisioning in different applications. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
analytical framework to calculate the sending rate distribution of CR source sensors based on the queue length distribution and MAC delay overhead of CR nodes in the current
literature.
In this paper, an analysis of rate-based generic AIMD and
AIAD congestion control schemes in CRSNs is presented. The
main contributions are the following:
• An analytical model is proposed for the sending rate distribution of collecting CR sensors. The simulation experiments verify the sending rate model.
• In order to model the distribution of sending rate in the
transport layer of collecting CR sensors, a stochastic congestion model is proposed. In this way, the queue length
of CR nodes is assumed to be the congestion detection
parameter. The queue length distribution of a CR node
depends on the distribution of input rate and attainable
sending rate of the node. Usually, the queue length distribution of a node is modeled by assuming that arrivals follow a Poisson process and the service time of a node has
an exponential distribution. However, these assumptions
are not always applicable. We do not make any assumption about the input and attainable sending rate distribution of CR nodes. Therefore, a semi-Markov chain (SMC)
is proposed to model the queue length distribution of different nodes in CRSN.
• In order to accomplish the SMC, the probability density
functions (PDFs) of input and attainable sending rates of
different CR nodes are derived. These PDFs are calculated
based on the proposed models of CR attainable sending
rate on the channel, the delay overhead of MAC-layer and
the CRSN conﬁguration.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work addressing the performance evaluation of transport layer protocols in CRSNs and CRNs. Also, this
section describes the congestion control schemes in WSNs.
In Section 3, system model of the CRSN is deﬁned. Section 4
models the sending rate distribution of a collecting CR sensor in the CRSN. Stochastic model of congestion in the CRSN
is explained in Section 5. Analytical results and veriﬁcations
are presented in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, conclusions
are presented.

2. Related work
In this section, we review the current research studies
in the literature addressing the performance evaluation of
transport layer protocols in CRNs and CRSNs. Furthermore,
we review the congestion control schemes and explain the
main modules of transport layer in WSNs.
2.1. Performance evaluation of transport layer protocols in
CRSNs and CRNs
In [4], the performance of existing congestion control
schemes is studied over cognitive radio sensor networks to
reveal the CRSN challenges for transport layer protocols. Authors in [5] investigate the challenges of real-time transport
over CRSNs in the different spectrum environments of smart
grid. In [15], the optimality of simple rate adjustment techniques is investigated in CRSNs. In [16], the stochastic backlog and delay bounds of generic AIMD congestion control
schemes in CRSNs are modeled based on stochastic network
calculus (SNC) [17]. Ref. [16] models the backlog and delay
bounds with the given sending rate distribution (probability
mass function) of source nodes in CRSNs through moment
generating function (MGF)-based theories in SNC. However,
there is no modeling of sending rate distribution of CR source
sensors based on queue length distribution and the attainable sending rate of MAC layer in CRSNs that is the main contribution of this study.
Although CRSN is a new research area to be studied for
performance evaluation of transport layer protocols, there
is a signiﬁcant amount of research on evaluating the performance of TCP over cognitive radio networks (CRNs). In
[6], TCP eﬃciency and throughput over CRNs are studied.
The impact of primary users’ traﬃc, the number of wireless channels and sensing period on the throughput of TCP
is investigated in [7]. In [8], the behavior of TCP throughput,
round trip time (RTT) and congestion window size are studied based on sensing frequency, primary users’ traﬃc and
the heterogeneity of channels. In [9], a transport protocol for
cognitive radio ad-hoc networks is proposed. Furthermore,
the impact of sensing time on TCP throughput is considered.
Also, the effect of alternations in the available bandwidth of
CR users on the behavior of TCP congestion control is studied. Authors in [10] discuss the TCP performance degradation
in CRNs through considering the congestion window size,
RTT behavior and retransmission timeout (RTO). In [12], TCP
throughput is evaluated based on primary users’ activities
and the number of available wireless channels. An equationbased transport protocol for cognitive radio networks is proposed in [13]. Authors in [14] evaluate TCP end-to-end delay, throughput and packet drop probability with regard to
packet size, sensing time, sensing accuracy and activities of
primary users. However, most of studies have focused on the
simulation-based performance evaluation of transport layer
protocols in CRNs.
2.2. Congestion control schemes
In the literature, different transport layer protocols have
been proposed for WSNs. The papers [18,19] comprehensively review the transport layer and congestion control
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schemes in WSNs. Studying the transport layer protocols in
sensor networks can help us to deﬁne and extract a basic
core of congestion control schemes which is comprised of the
simple rate adjustment algorithms as the congestion avoidance techniques and the buffer occupancy of network nodes
as the congestion detection metric.
Generally, a transport protocol in WSNs can have three
main modules: (1) congestion module, (2) reliability module and (3) priority module [18]. The sub-modules of congestion module are congestion detection, congestion notiﬁcation and congestion avoidance. The congestion detection
is the identiﬁcation of some events which may cause congestion in the network. The protocols ESRT [20], RT2 [21],
CODA [22], Fusion [23], Siphon [24], STCP [25], DST [26] and
CTCP [27] use the buffer occupancy as the congestion detection metric. The protocol TRCCIT [28] uses the packet rate for
congestion detection. The node delay is used as the congestion detection metric in [21,26]. The papers [29,30] consider
the packet inter-arrival time and packet service time in order
to predict the congestion in the network. Some other metrics
such as channel status [22] and reliability parameters [31,32]
are used to detect congestion in WSNs.
Two common congestion avoidance techniques which
are used in various congestion control schemes are: rate
adjustment and traﬃc redirection. There are two types of
rate adjustment algorithms: simple rate adjustment and exact rate adjustment [18]. The protocols STCP [25], Flush
[33], CODA [22], ESRT [20], RCRT [31] use simple rate adjustment techniques such as additive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) and additive increase additive decrease
(AIAD). The exact rate adjustment technique is considered in
[21,26,28,29,34]. The traﬃc redirection technique is used in
some protocols such as PORT [32], STCP [25] and Siphon [24].
In this paper, based on the main modules of transport
layer in WSNs, we model the basic rate-based congestion
control schemes which can be used as an analytical framework for the modeling of various rate-based congestion control schemes in WSNs and CRSNs. The buffer occupancy
(queue length) is considered as congestion detection metric.
The simple AIMD and AIAD rate adjustment techniques are
used as congestion avoidance techniques.
3. System model
Partitioning low quality wireless links with long distances
into several high quality short distance links (via relay nodes)
is introduced to enable the event delivery between the sensor nodes and the sink station. Using multi-hop relay nodes
can decrease the path loss probability and increase the lifetime of resource-limited sensors in WSNs [35]. In this article, a CRSN with some collecting CR sensors and multi-hop
CR relay nodes are considered. The CR relay nodes forward
the received data from the collecting CR sensors toward the
sink station. The network model is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
network consists of three types of nodes: collecting CR sensors, CR relay nodes and sink station. The CR relay nodes are
grouped in different groups based on the distance to the sink
and collecting sensors.
Relay nodes are grouped in H hops and the relays in group
h are named h-hop relays (1 ≤ h ≤ H). The group of h-hop
relays is assumed to consist of Nh relay nodes. Nodes are
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Fig. 1. CRSN topology. Collecting CR sensors send data via CR relay nodes
toward the sink station. Data transfer at each hop is affected by the activity
of primary users in the licensed spectrum channels.

indexed with (h, nh ) where h and nh are hop index and node
index in h-hop relays, respectively (1 ≤ nh ≤ Nh ). There are
N0 collecting CR sensors in the event area. In other words,
the 0-hop nodes are equivalent to CR collecting sensors
(1 ≤ n0 ≤ N0 ).
A CR node has two main modes: sensing mode and operating mode. First, a CR node senses the licensed spectrum to
decide whether it is idle or occupied by a primary user (PU).
Sensing time and sensing frequency are denoted by ts and fs ,
respectively. It is also assumed that the sensing is done ideally and there is no sensing error. After sensing, the CR node
enters in the operating mode and sends data in a licensed
spectrum channel if it is free of PUs.
Primary users’ activity is modeled as exponentially distributed interarrivals. The traﬃc of a primary user can be
modeled as a two-state entrance-departure process with the
entrance rate of β and the departure rate of α [36]. A primary
user has two states: ON and OFF. The ON state represents the
period that primary user operates in a channel and the CR
node cannot use the channel. The OFF state represents the
period that the primary user does not operate in a channel
and the CR nodes can use the channel. There are Nch wireless
channels with the same bandwidth. In each channel, a PU operates based on its entrance rate (β ) and departure rate (α ).
When a PU starts to operate on its licensed channel, the operations of each active CR node on the licensed channel in the
CRSN will be stopped.
We focus on a basic transport protocol which supports
only congestion control. In this paper, the queue length
(buffer occupancy level) of nodes is assumed to be the
metric for the detection of congestion in the network.
Congestion avoidance is usually done through rate adjustment techniques. The regulating of the sending rate of collecting sensors with regard to the reception of congestion
notiﬁcation is called rate adjustment. Rate adjustment algorithms can be categorized into two main classes [18]: simple
rate adjustment and exact rate adjustment. In simple rate adjustment algorithms, the rate controlling operation is done
based on a single congestion bit such as additive increase
multiplicative decrease (AIMD). In the exact rate adjustment
algorithms, the rate adjusting operation is performed based
on the notiﬁed congestion degree. In this paper, we consider
the generic AIMD and AIAD rate adjustments as the congestion avoidance mechanisms which are realized centrally in
the sink station. The control decisions are made by the sink
station and sent to the collecting CR sensors. The minimum
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Fig. 2. The semi-Markov Chain representing the evolution process of a collecting CR sensor sending rate based on generic AIMD rate adjustment with maximum
sending rate Rmax = 8, the increasing factor INC=1 and the decreasing factor DEC=2. The ri (ri = 1, 2, . . . , Rmax ) is the congestion probability in the path between
the source node and sink while the sending rate of source node is ri .

value of the sending rate is assumed to be 1 packet per second. We also assume that there is a sink buffer limitation
on the collecting CR sensors’ sending rate with the maximum rate value of Rmax packets per second. The queue size
of collecting sensors and relays is given by B and the queue
length threshold for the detection of congestion is denoted
by lmax .
4. Sending rate distribution of a collecting CR sensor in
CRSNs
Sending rate distribution of collecting sensors is calculated under the following basic assumptions:
• The minimum value of sending rate is 1 packet per
second.
• There is a sink buffer limitation on the CR sensor nodes’
sending rate with the maximum rate value of Rmax packets per second.
• All nodes inform their congestion status to the sink.
The congestion avoidance scheme is run centrally by the
sink station and the congestion-related notiﬁcation commands are sent from the sink to the collecting sensor
nodes at each congestion notiﬁcation period T.
• All congestion notiﬁcation packets are communicated
through common control channel [37] so that there is no
packet loss in the communication of the congestion notiﬁcation packets.
• The congestion avoidance is realized based on rate-based
generic AIMD and AIAD schemes with INC and DEC as rate
increasing and rate decreasing factors, respectively [38].
For a rate-based generic AIMD scheme, the sending rate
evolution process is as follows:



ri
)
DEC
min (ri + INC, Rmax )
max (1, 

ri+1 =

with probability ri
with probability 1 − ri
(1)

and also for the rate-based generic AIAD scheme



ri+1 =

max (1, ri − DEC)
min (ri + INC, Rmax )

with probability ri
with probability 1 − ri
(2)

where ri is the current sending rate of a collecting sensor
node and ri is the congestion probability in the established
path between the source node (collecting CR sensor) and

the sink while sending rate of source node is ri . ri+1 is the
new adjusted sending rate of the source node. The rate-based
generic AIMD and AIAD schemes increase the sending rate
additively by INC factor if there is no congested node at the
path from the source node to the sink in the congestion notiﬁcation period, i.e., T. The AIMD/AIAD scheme decreases the
sending rate multiplicatively/additively by DEC if a congestion is detected at the path from the source node to the sink
node in the period of T. Congestion-related notiﬁcations are
decided by the sink station periodically with the period of T.
Congestion notiﬁcation packets are communicated through
common control channel [37]. Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that there is no packet loss in the communication
of notiﬁcation packets. Furthermore, the notiﬁcation packets are forwarded in different nodes with high priority so
that the communication delay of congestion notiﬁcation is so
smaller than the congestion notiﬁcation period, i.e., T. Hence,
the communication delay of the congestion notiﬁcation is
negligible in comparison to T.
In Fig. 2, the semi-Markov chain (SMC) representing
the evolution process of the sending rate of a collecting
CR sensor based on generic AIMD rate adjustment is illustrated for maximum sending rate Rmax = 8, increasing factor INC=1 and decreasing factor DEC=2. The sending rate
evolution process {ri } is an irreducible, ﬁnite state, aperiodic Markov chain; hence the embedded DTMC of SMC
has a unique steady state distribution [39]. Calculating
the steady state distribution of embedded DTMC, i.e., π =
(π1 , π2 , . . . , πRmax ), can be done by solving a system of linear equations with Rmax independent equations and Rmax
unknown variables. Since the sojourn time of all states almost equals to T (because the congestion notiﬁcation delay
is so smaller than T), the steady state distribution of SMC is
equal to the steady state distribution of its embedded DTMC,
because:

πr T
πr T
= πr ,
=
T
r=1 πr T

Pr = R
max

r = 1, 2, . . . , Rmax

(3)

where (P1 , P2 , . . . , PRmax ) is the steady state distribution of the
SMC and (π1 , π2 , . . . , πRmax ) is the steady state distribution
of the embedded DTMC.
The steady state distribution of the sending rate of
source nodes depends on the congestion probabilities
of the nodes in the path between the source node
and the sink, i.e., 1 , 2 , . . . , Rmax . In the next section,
the congestion probabilities of CR nodes are calculated
in CRSNs.
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Fig. 3. The embedded DTMC of queue length for a CR node with the queue size of B. Each state represents the queue length. RI and RS are continuous random
variables representing the input rate and the attainable sending rate of the CR node, respectively.

5. Stochastic model of congestion in CRSNs

follows:

The queue length is considered as the congestion detection parameter. Therefore, in order to calculate the congestion probabilities, we need to model the queue length distribution of a CR node in CRSNs.
5.1. Queue length distribution of a CR node in CRSNs
The steady state distribution of a node queue length is
modeled usually by assuming that arrivals follow a Poisson
process and the service time of the node has an exponential
distribution. Note that, these assumptions are not always applicable. We model the queue length distribution by deriving
the probability density functions (PDFs) of the input rate and
the attainable sending rate of a CR node. In other words, we
do not consider any assumption about the input and attainable sending rate distribution of CR nodes.
Since the future behavior of the queue length is completely characterized by its current state, the underlying
stochastic model will be a semi-Markov chain (SMC) [39].
To completely specify the SMC of queue length, the density
functions of the input rate and the attainable sending rate
of a CR node are required. An SMC is a generalization of a
continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) in which the time
between transitions from one state to another is not exponentially distributed but rather is generally distributed [39].
If the behavior of an SMC is observed at discrete instances
that the state transitions occur, its embedded DTMC will be
obtained.
Let RI and RS be two continuous random variables representing the input rate and attainable sending rate of a CR
node. The queue length increases with the probability of P(RI
> RS) and decreases with the probability of P(RI < RS) where
P(RI > RS) is the probability that the input rate is greater than
the attainable sending rate and P(RI < RS) is the probability
that the input rate is less than the attainable sending rate.
The embedded DTMC of queue length is depicted in Fig. 3
where each state represents the queue length and B denotes
the queue size of the node.
Transition probabilities: Since RI and RS are continuous
random variables, we have P (RI = RS) = 0; as a result, we
will obtain

P (RI > RS) + P (RI < RS) = 1.

(4)

According to the total probability theorem [39], we have

P (RI < RS) =



∞
−∞

P (RI < RS|RS = r) fRS (r)dr

(5)

where fRS (r) is the probability density function of RS. Steady
state distribution of node queue length is calculated based
on the transition probabilities of the embedded DTMC as


Ql =



) P(RI>RS) l
1 − PP((RI>RS
RI<RS)
P (RI<RS)
1−

 P(RI>RS) B+1

l = 0, 1, . . . , B

(6)

P (RI<RS)

where l is node queue length and Ql is the probability that
the queue length equals l. To calculate the queue length distribution of a node in the CRSN, it is needed to calculate the
PDFs of input rate of the node, i.e., fRI (r) and the attainable
sending rate of the node, i.e., fRS (r).
5.2. Probability density function of the attainable sending rate
of a CR node
In the operating mode, a CR node operates based on a
multichannel MAC protocol of which its behavior is inspired
from the CSMA/CA mechanism [14].
The CR node ﬁrst senses the spectrum and selects a channel which is free of primary users. After selecting a free channel, CR node enters into the operating mode to send data on
the selected channel. In the operating mode, if CR node has
a packet to send, it selects a random double backoff time BT
from the range [0, BTmin ] with a continuous uniform distribution, where BTmin is the minimum backoff time. At the end
of the ﬁrst backoff period, the carrier sensing is realized on
the considered channel; if the channel is free of the other
CR nodes, the sending of packet is started, else an exponential backoff algorithm is started again. The backoff algorithm
is performed continuously. CR nodes are only permitted to
commence their transmissions at the end of the backoff time.
In the backoff attempt i, BT is randomly selected from the
range [0, 2i BTmin ] with a continuous uniform distribution.
Backoff attempts are repeated until the channel is free of CR
nodes at the end of the backoff period, or until the maximum number of backoff attempts (K) is reached, after that
the packet is sent. At the end of the operating mode, CR node
operations are stopped and the node enters into the spectrum sensing mode again. If the node cannot ﬁnd a free channel in the spectrum sensing period, enters into the operating
mode without sending any packet. In the next sensing period,
the node has another chance to ﬁnd a free channel; if there is
no free channel for second time, the packet will be dropped.
The handoff time between two channels by a CR user will increase the MAC delay overhead slightly. In our modeling, the
handoff time is ignored.
Let Dop be a continuous random variable representing the
MAC delay overhead of a CR node in its operating mode. We
have

Dop =

K−1

i=0

pib BTi

(7)
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where BTi is a random variable with continuous uniform distribution, i.e., BTi ∼ U (0, 2i BT min ); the backoff probability is
denoted by pb which is the probability that all channels are
sensed busy in the carrier sensing. In Section 5.4, the backoff
probability will be calculated.
The probability density functions of BTi are as follows:

⎧
⎨

1
fBTi (t ) = 2i BTmin
⎩0

0 ≤ t ≤ 2i BTmin

(8)

otherwise.

The probability density function of pib BTi is calculated as follows [40]:

f pi BTi (t ) =
b

⎧
⎨
⎩

1
pib 2i BTmin

0

0 ≤ t ≤ pib 2i BTmin

(9)

otherwise.

Consequently, the probability density function of the random
variable Dop is obtained as follows [40]:

fDop (t ) = fBT0 (t ) ∗ f pb BT1 (t ) ∗ f p2 BT2 (t ) · · · ∗ f pK−1 BTK−1 (t ).
b

b

probability of 1 − Po f f . D pu is the delay overhead of not having a free channel of PUs for each packet. C is the wireless
channel capacity in bits per second and Spkt is the packet size
8×S

in bytes; hence, C pkt is the transmission delay of a packet
over the channel.
Ds is calculated as follows:

Ds =

⎧
⎪
⎨ ts −

ω

to
=
= 1 − ts fs
ts + to

(11)

where to is the operating time of a CR node and fs (the frequency of performing spectrum sensing by a CR node) is
1
.
equal to ts +t
o
The probability of the channel being busy by PU is [36]

Pon =

β
α+β

pkt s

⎪
⎩

+ Dop +

8 × S pkt
C

pkt s ≥ 1

(16)

pkt s = 0

0

pkt s = min (Rin (ts −

1
2Rin

), B)

(17)

where Rin is the mean input rate of the MAC layer. ts −

1
2Rin

is the mean remaining time of the sensing mode. pkt s is the
mean number of packets enter into the MAC layer during the
mean remaining time of sensing mode. B is the queue size of
network layer. And ∗x is the nearest integer value less than
or equal to x.
Similarly, D pu is obtained as follows:

(10)
Sensing eﬃciency (ω) is the ratio of operating time over
the sum of the sensing time and the operating time as follows
[36]:

1
2Rin

D pu =

⎧
⎪
⎨ to −
⎪
⎩

1
2Rin

+ ts

pkt pu

+ Dop +

8 × S pkt
C

(18)

pkt pu = 0

0

pkt pu = min (Rin (to −
where to −

pkt pu ≥ 1

1
2Rin

1
2Rin

+ ts ), B)

(19)

is the mean remaining time of operating

mode. And pkt pu is the mean number of packets enter into
the MAC layer during which the node does not have a free
channel of PUs.

(12)

where α and β are the departure and entrance rates of PU
in a channel, respectively. The probability that at least one
channel is free of the PU is

Po f f = 1 − (Pon )

Nch

(13)

where Nch is the number of channels.
For the attainable sending rate of a CR node, i.e., RS, we
have

1
RS =
D

(14)

where D is the continuous random variable representing the
MAC delay overhead of a CR node. D is calculated as follows:

D = ω Po f f (Dop +

8 × S pkt
) + (1 − Po f f )D pu
C

+ (1 − ω)Ds
(15)

where (1 − ω) is the probability of being in the sensing mode.
When a packet is received in MAC layer in order to send over
the channel, the node is either in the operating mode with
the probability of ω or in the sensing mode with the probability of 1 − ω. Ds is the delay overhead of being in sensing
mode for each packet. At operating mode, the node has a free
channel of PUs in order to send the packet with the probability of Poff and does not have a free channel of PUs with the

5.3. Probability density functions of input and output rates of
CR nodes
For the node (h, nh ), the random variables of input and
output rates are denoted by RIh,nh and ROh,nh , respectively.
The probability density functions of RIh,nh and ROh,nh are represented by fRIh,n (r) and fROh,n (r), respectively. In this sech

h

tion, the probability density functions fRIh,n (r) and fROh,n (r)
h

are calculated for each node (h, nh ) in the CRSN.

h

5.3.1. PDFs of input and output rates of CR collecting sensors
According to the congestion control scheme described in
Section 3, sending rate in the transport layer of the CR collecting sensors is adjusted based on the received control decisions from the sink station. Let R0,n0 be the adjusted rate of
CR collecting sensor n0 in the congestion control scheme of
the transport layer. Output rate of a CR collecting sensor is
a random variable which depends on the attainable sending
rate, i.e., RS, and the adjusted rate of CR collecting sensors in
the transport layer, i.e., R0,n0 . We have for the CR collecting
sensor n0

RO0,n0 = min (R0,n0 , RS),

n0 = 1, . . . , N0

(20)

where RO0,n0 is a random variable that represents the output
rate of collecting sensor n0 and N0 is the number of collecting sensors. Probability density function of RO0,n0 is simply
obtained based on R0,n0 and the PDF of RS.
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5.3.2. PDFs of input and output rates of CR relay nodes
The PDFs of input and output rates of CR relays depend
on the routing protocol used and the established routes between CR collecting sensors and the sink station. A node selects one of the next hop nodes in order to forward a particular packet with a certain probability, which does not change
rapidly overtime. These types of routing protocols usually are
used in WSNs [35]. We consider the steady-state behavior of
the routing protocol [41]. In this way, our modeling will not
depend on a speciﬁc routing protocol and can be applied on
any routing protocol if we have its steady-state behavior. A CR
node in hop h forwards a particular packet to any of (h + 1)where h = 0, . . . , H,
hop relays with the probability of PnFW,n
h h+1
nh = 1, . . . , Nh and nh+1 = 1, . . . , Nh+1 .
The input rate of a CR relay node depends on the drop
and collision probabilities of the packets which are sent from
different nodes of previous hop. The collided and dropped
packets are not queued in the CR relay node of next hop and
the input rate of the relay node decreases based on the packet
drop and collision probabilities. Therefore, RIh,nh is obtained
for all h = 1, . . . , H and nh = 1, . . . , Nh as follows:
col
RIh,nh = (1 − (Ph,n
+ PDRP ))
h

Nh−1



FW
Pi,n
ROh−1,i
h

(21)

transitions occur, we will have its embedded DTMC. The embedded DTMC of a CR node states in the MAC layer is depicted
in Fig. 4. In this embedded DTMC, the transition probabilities
are

⎧
P {BFi |BFi+1 } = pb
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨P{BFi |SND} = 1 − pb
P {BFK−1 |DRP} = pb
⎪
⎪
⎪P{DRP|BF0 } = 1
⎪
⎪
⎩
P {SND|BF0 } = 1.

h

(h, nh ) and PDRP is the packet drop probability in MAC layer.
In Section 5.4, packet collision and drop probabilities will be
calculated.
ROh,nh is obtained for all h = 1, . . . , H and nh = 1, . . . , Nh
as follows:

ROh,nh = min (RIh,nh , RS).

πBFi =

At operating phase of MAC layer, each CR node is at one of
the following states: backoff states, sending state and dropping state. Let us adopt the notations BFi , SND and DRP representing the backoff state i (i = 0, . . . , K − 1), sending and
dropping states, respectively.
Since the sojourn times of a CR node at different states of
MAC layer are not exponentially distributed and the future
behavior of CR node is completely characterized by its current state, we have a semi-Markov chain (SMC). If the behavior of the SMC is observed at discrete instances that the state

1+

pib
K−1
i=0

pib

πSND =

1 − pKb

i
1 + K−1
i=0 pb

πDRP =

pKb
K−1

(22)

5.4. Backoff, packet collision and drop probabilities

i = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1
(23)

First equation in Eq. (23) denotes the fact that a CR node
starts the new backoff with the backoff probability, i.e., pb .
The second equation denotes the fact that a CR node starts
the sending when it is not needed to new backoff which occurs with the probability 1 − pb . After the last backoff attempt, the CR node starts dropping the current packet if there
is no free channel which occurs with the probability of pb (the
third equation). The last two equations denote the fact that a
CR node starts ﬁrst backoff for new packet after dropping or
sending the previous packet with the probability of 1.
The steady state distribution of the embedded DTMC of
Fig. 4 is

i=1

col is the collision probability in the CR relay node
where Ph,n

i = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1

1+

i=0

i = 0, . . . , K − 1

pib

(24)

which are the probabilities that a CR node starts BFi , SND and
DRP states, respectively.
Let tBFi , tSND and tDRP be the mean sojourn time of a CR
node in the states BFi , SND and DRP, respectively. The probabilities that a CR node is at the states BFi , SND and DRP are

PBFi =
PSND =
PDRP =

(πBFi ) tBFi
Tmac

i = 0, . . . , K − 1

(πSND ) tSND
Tmac

(πDRP ) tDRP
Tmac

(25)
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Table 1
CRSN conﬁguration and simulation settings.
CRSN topology parameters
Parameter

Value/type

Network area
Nodes number
Nodes spatial distribution

50 × 50 m2
19
H = 4, N0 = 6, N1 = N2 = N3 = N4 = 3

Nch
C
(α , β )
ts
fs
BTmin
K

Physical and MAC layer parameters
6
60 kbps
(3,1)
0.2 s
0.833 Hz
0.01 s
7

Protocols and parameters of network and transport layers
Routing protocol
Dynamic source routing (DSR)
Queue management strategy
Droptail
Transport protocol
Generic rate-based congestion control schemes (rate-based AIMD and AIAD)
30 bytes
Spkt
120 packets per second
Rmax
100 packets, 90 packets
B, lmax

Table 2
Different experiments to present the veriﬁcation of the rate distribution model.

where

Tmac =

(πSND )tSND + (πDRP )tDRP +

K−1


(πBFi )tBFi

Exp. #

Congestion control
scheme (INC,DEC)

(ts , fs )

(α , β )

(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)
(V)
(VI)

AIMD(1,2)
AIMD(1,2)
AIMD(1,2)
AIAD(1,10)
AIAD(1,10)
AIAD(1,10)

(0.2 s, 0.833 Hz)
(0.2 s, 0.833 Hz)
(0.2 s, 2 Hz)
(0.2 s, 0.833 Hz)
(0.2 s, 0.833 Hz)
(0.2 s, 2 Hz)

(3,1)
(1,3)
(3,1)
(3,1)
(1,3)
(3,1)

i=0

tBFi = 2i−1 BTmin
tSND
tDRP

i = 0, . . . , K − 1

8 × Spkt
=
C
≈0

(26)

and Spkt and C are packet size in bytes and channel bandwidth in bits per second, respectively.
Let Nc be the number of contending neighbor nodes of
a CR node in acquisition of spectrum channels. The backoff
probability of a CR node depends on the sending probability
of the contending neighbor nodes that can be calculated as:
Nc

pb = 1 − (1 − PSND ) Poff Nch
where

Nc
Poff Nch

(27)

represents average number of CR contending

nodes that can use the selected channel of a CR node. The
back off probability of a CR node, i.e., pb , can be simply obtained through Eq. (27) and the second equation of Eq. (25).
When a packet arrives at a CR receiver node while there
is already an ongoing reception, we say that a collision has
occurred. The collision probability is the probability that a
receiving packet at a CR node collides with another packet
which is sent by another node. The collision probability can
be calculated as:
Nc

Pcol = 1 − {P (D − D > trx )} Poff Nch

(28)

where D and D are two random variables representing the
MAC delay overhead of two contending CR nodes which have
been modeled in Section 5.2. trx is the required time for reception of a packet that is equal to

8×Spkt
.
C

5.5. Congestion probability in the CRSN
Based on the PDFs of input and the attainable sending
rates of a CR node in the CRSN, i.e., fRIh,n (r) and fRS (r), the
queue length distribution of a CR node is obtained through
Eq. (6). If the queue length of a CR sensor be equal or greater
than lmax (queue length threshold), the CR node is detected
as the congested node and the sink station sends a congestion notiﬁcation command to the sources of the congested
path in order to decrease their sending rates. The congestion
probability of a CR node is obtained as follows:

=

B


Ql

(29)

l=lmax

where Ql is the probability that queue length of CR node
equals l. Ql is calculated through Eq. 6.
The congestion probability of a path is considered as the
congestion probability of the most congested node in the
path. Sending rate of the collecting CR sensor of a path is adjusted by rate-based congestion control scheme. Therefore,
we have different path congestion probabilities r per all
possible sending rates of path source node (r = 1, . . . , Rmax ).
According to Section 4 and based on r for all r = 1, . . . , Rmax ,
sending rate distribution of CR collecting sensors in transport
layer is obtained.
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Fig. 5. Veriﬁcation of the sending rate distribution of CR collecting sensors in congestion control schemes by the experiments (I), (II) and (III) mentioned in
Table 2.

6. Analytical results and veriﬁcations
We verify the proposed models using simulations through
CogNS simulation framework [14] which is a simulation
framework for cognitive radio networks based on Network

Simulator 2 (NS2) [42]. Default simulation settings and CRSN
conﬁguration parameters are summarized in Table 1. The CR
network area is 50 × 50 m2 . The network consists of 6 collecting CR sensors and 12 CR relay nodes and a sink station.
The CR relay nodes are distributed in 4 hops (3 nodes at
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Fig. 6. Veriﬁcation of the sending rate distribution of CR collecting sensors in congestion control schemes by the experiments (IV), (V) and (VI) mentioned in
Table 2.

each hop). There are 6 wireless channels (Nch ) with the same
capacity of 60 kbps. There is one primary user per channel
with the entrance rate (β ) of 1 and the departure rate (α ) of
3. Sensing time (ts ) and sensing frequency (fs ) are 0.2 s and
0.833 Hz, respectively. The minimum backoff time (BTmin ) is

equal to 0.01 s and the maximum number of backoff attempts
(K) is considered 7. The dynamic source routing (DSR) protocol [43] is used as routing protocol and the queue management in the network layer is done based on droptail strategy.
Generic rate-based AIMD and AIAD schemes are considered
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as transport protocols. The size of packets (Spkt ) is 30 bytes
that is the most commonly used packet size for scalar data
packets in WSNs [18]. The maximum allowable sending rate
(Rmax ) of congestion control schemes is 120 packets per second. The queue size of nodes (B) in network layer is 100 packets and the congestion detection threshold (lmax ) of queue is
90 packets. In Section 6.1, the sending rate distribution of CR
collecting sensors is veriﬁed for different rate-based congestion control schemes.
6.1. Veriﬁcation of rate distribution model
To verify the rate distribution model, it is needed to compare the analytical results with the simulation results for different rate adjustment schemes per various CRSN parameters. Table 2 shows different rate-based congestion control
schemes and CR-related parameters which are considered
to present the veriﬁcation of the rate distribution model.
We consider AIMD rate adjustment with (INC = 1, DEC = 2)
in the experiments (I), (II) and (III), and also AIAD rate adjustment with (INC = 1, DEC = 10) in the experiments (IV),
(V) and (VI). The values of default parameters, mentioned
in Table 1, are considered in experiments (I) and (IV). The
PU activity is set to (α , β) = (1, 3) in experiments (II) and
(V). The sensing frequency is set to 2 Hz in experiments (III)
and (VI).
In Figs. 5 and 6, the probability mass function (PMF) and
cumulative mass function (CMF) of the sending rate of CR collecting sensors obtained from the simulations are compared
with those obtained from the proposed stochastic models
(Sections 4 and 5). The PMFs of sending rate for the experiments (I), (II), (III), (IV), (V) and (VI) are depicted in Figs. 5(a),
(c), (e), and 6(a), (c), (e), respectively. In addition, Figs. 5(b),
(d), (f), and 6(b), (d), (f) illustrate the CMFs of sending rate for
the experiments (I), (II), (III), (IV), (V) and (VI), respectively.
In all cases, we see the close match between the analytic and
simulation results with a small deviation. In Fig. 5(a), (c) and
(e), the mean rates that are calculated by model are 59.83,
49.23 and 41.85 packets per second and mean rates that
are obtained through simulation are 61.30, 50.34 and 42.84
packets per second according to the experiments (I), (II) and
(III), respectively. In Fig. 6(a), (c) and (e), the mean rates that
are calculated by model are 77.41, 63.44 and 53.28 packets
per second and mean rates that are obtained through simulation are 78.74, 62.52 and 54.57 packets per second according
to the experiments (IV), (V) and (VI), respectively. It is obvious that when the primary user activity is increased, average
rate decreases; also when sensing frequency is increased, the
average rate decreases.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have modeled MAC-layer delay overhead of a CR node. Based on the MAC-layer delay model,
the probability density functions of CR attainable sending
rate and the input rates of different CR nodes have been
modeled in the CRSN with regard to the sending rate of the
collecting CR sensors in the transport layer. Using the probability density function of input rate and the attainable sending rate of a CR node in the CRSN, steady-state queue length
distribution of the CR node has been modeled through a
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semi-Markov chain (SMC). The congestion probability of each
CR node in the network has been calculated using the proposed queue length distribution. The steady-state sending
rates distribution of CR collecting sensors have been modeled by semi-Markov chains for generic AIMD and generic
AIAD congestion control schemes. The sending rate distribution model has been veriﬁed through various simulation
experiments.
Future studies in this research area could include: (1) obtaining a closed-form formula for the mean sending rate of
CR collecting sensors; (2) proposing a rate-based congestion
control scheme for cognitive radio sensor networks, (3) investigating on the optimality of rate-based congestion control schemes in CRSNs and (4) studying the possible impacts
of CR user mobility on the sending rate distribution of source
nodes.
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